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Real estate is one of the driving factors of destination development. In some
destinations value added from the construction and sales of second homes even
surpasses value added created in the traditional tourism sector. This book, edited by
Peter Keller and Thomas Bieger, contributes to the deeper understanding of the
dynamics of real estate development in destinations: the role, structure and
development of destination real estate markets; evolving real estate business models in
destinations; the socio-economic impacts of real estate on destinations; optimizing
destination capacity through real estate management strategies, and public-private
governance approaches for managing holiday property market development. The book
provides a unique database for the important topic of real estate and destination
development in tourism with contributions from 43 researchers and 18 case studies.
Examining recent advances in both TV delivery and computing/networking
technologies, this book explores profitable, successful next-generation TV offerings.
The focus of this comprehensive report is on using advances in internet technologies
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and networking to deliver competitive, multichannel pay-TV services to customer TV
sets.
Decision makers, such as government officials, need to better understand human
activity in order to make informed decisions. With the ability to measure and explore
geographic space through the use of geospatial intelligence data sources including
imagery and mapping data, they are better able to measure factors affecting the human
population. As a broad field of study, geospatial research has applications in a variety
of fields including military science, environmental science, civil engineering, and space
exploration. Geospatial Intelligence: Concepts, Methodologies, Tools, and Applications
explores multidisciplinary applications of geographic information systems to describe,
assess, and visually depict physical features and to gather data, information, and
knowledge regarding human activity. Highlighting a range of topics such as
geovisualization, spatial analysis, and landscape mapping, this multi-volume book is
ideally designed for data scientists, engineers, government agencies, researchers, and
graduate-level students in GIS programs.
The history of Italian culture stems from multiple experiences of mobility and migration,
which have produced a range of narratives, inside and outside Italy. This collection
interrogates the dynamic nature of Italian identity and culture, focussing on the
concepts and practices of mobility, memory and translation. It adopts a transnational
perspective, offering a fresh approach to the study of Italy and of Modern Languages.
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The 2001 Communications Outlook presents the most recent comparable data on the
performance of the communication sector in OECD countries and on their policy
frameworks. The data provided in this report map the first two years of competition for
many countries that recently opened their markets.

InfoWorld is targeted to Senior IT professionals. Content is segmented into
Channels and Topic Centers. InfoWorld also celebrates people, companies, and
projects.
The Routledge Handbook of Contemporary Italy provides a comprehensive
account of Italy and Italian politics in the 21st Century. Featuring contributions
from many leading scholars in the field, this Handbook is comprised of 28
chapters which are organized to deliver unparalleled analysis of Italian society,
politics and culture. A wide range of topics are covered, including: Politics and
economy, and their impact on Italian society Parties and new politics Regionalism
and migrations Public memories Continuities and transformations in
contemporary Italian society. This is an essential reference work for scholars and
students of Italian and Western European society, politics, and history.
What could be welcoming in your kitchen than a big warm pan full of lasagna, a
pot of braised short ribs or a casserole dish holding fragrant mussels, tomatoes
and herbs? When you think of comfort food, the first cuisines that comes to mind
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is Italian and nobody knows that better than Mary Ann Esposito, host of the
longest-running television cooking show in the U.S., Ciao Italia. In Ciao Italia
Slow and Easy, Mary Ann tells us how to slow down, take it easy and fill the
kitchen with Italian slow-cooked goodness. By braising, baking, roasting and
simmering, she gives readers a treasure trove of wonderful dishes like -stove top
lasagna with artichokes -prosciutto-wrapped chicken baked in parchment -tomato
braised short ribs with rigatoni -pasta shells stuffed with a ragu of pork and cream
-one-skillet chicken supper with tomatoes and green beans -layered polenta pie
with mushrooms and sausage -mussel, potato and tomato casserole Ciao Italia
Slow and Easy is filled with Mary Ann's sensible advice, knowledgeable asides
about the history of Italian cuisine and, most of all, a sure sense of what tastes
good.
In the year that we celebrate the thirtieth anniversary of the ARETHUSE
association, the second issue of 2014 includes a selection of research papers on
topics of study and research that have always been focused on by the
international university research groups that are members of the ARETHUSE
association. These main research fields are Economics & Statistics (Economic
Development, Resources and Territory, Services and Labor Markets), Strategic
Management (R & D Management, Governance and Public Administration,
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Strategy and Control), Public Finance (Finance Policies, National versus
European Finance, and European Finance Institutions). In the first paper,
Consiglio, Cicellin, and Scuotto discuss the possibility of creating new models of
healthcare. They affirm that the changing welfare system involves processes that
are linked to the low cost approach and new initiatives are designed to meet the
social need for community health and draw on the complex world of ‘bottom- up
approach’. This article analyses the modern paradigm of social innovation by
examining the issue of healthcare. Through the cases that currently exist in Italy,
the Authors demonstrate that low cost healthcare is a specific model of social
innovation which does not just consist of “low prices for mass consumption” as a
competitive incentive. This research paper has the advantage of analysing the
Italian healthcare system as an “extended enterprise” where the boundaries
between internal and external resources appear to be less rigidly defined.
Moreover, social innovation is not solely designed in order to increase the quality
of the standard of living but also to play an important role in terms of increased
competitiveness, efficiency of resources employed, and sustainability. In the
second research contribution, Gonza?lez Laxe, Marti?n Palmero and Pateiro
Rodriguez present the results of an important piece of research regarding a
sample of 142 countries, in which they have verified that when income per capita
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(RGPD) in a country is high, the ecological footprint (EF) per capita is also at a
high level. Following this experience carried out in different economic spaces,
this paper assesses the evolution of incomes per capita in the Spanish economy,
together with its ecological footprint, on the basis of the period 1955-2000. To
carry out this research, the Authors defined two theoretical concepts identified as
Autonomous Ecological Footprint, and Marginal Tendency. This research work
highlights how the Spanish economy underwent a significant structural change
after the second third of 20th Century. More precisely, the subsequent analysis of
the most significant features in the different stages of the Spanish development,
as well as the structural changes, will permit the establishment of a series of
recommendations for the implementation of sustainability plans and programs.
Caledero?n Patier and Campuzano analyse the regulation of corporate
restructuring in Spain as a response to a dynamic, changing and
internationalized economic reality, that requires business operators, i.e.
companies, to conduct operations to reorganize or alter their financial or
personnel structure (transformation, merger, division, exchange of securities,
change of registered office etc.) within an appropriate legal, tax and accounting
framework to ensure their viability and effectiveness. They highlight how the
commercial and tax regulations applicable to corporate restructuring operations
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urgently requires harmonization, not only to rationalise the rules, in their
development and implementation, but also to facilitate and encourage these
types of operations, which are often a very important means of maintaining many
corporate structures. This paper presents an interesting evaluative analysis of the
differences between commercial and tax legislation that is applicable to the splitoff, and conducts a critical and evaluative analysis of existing normative
discrepancies on this issue. The research paper of Rivero Ceballos and Serafin
Corral discuss the idea that natural resources’ economic evaluation processes
cannot be isolated from scientific uncertainties and the influence of stakeholders’
strong concerns. They affirm that environmental decision-making processes are
far from ideal processes where knowledge is available and experts and decisionmakers are unaffected by the pressure of stakeholders’ interests. Based on the
empirical analysis of the most representative business cases currently involving
the gas and oil drill exploration occurring in the waters adjacent to the Canary
Islands, the study analyses the expected economic benefits. Integrated
qualitative assessment tools are implemented, in particular a multi- criteria
assessment is carried out and two scenarios are built. It is interesting how this
analysis integrated formal and informal aspects which may be used later for the
resolution of the problem or for ways of exploring policy compromises.
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Mingorance Arnai?z and Barrusao Castillo’s interesting contribution analyses
why some European countries have unemployment rates that are higher than
others. By utilising a panel data model for the period 1985-2011 in order to know
which variables are better to resolve unemployment, they study the role of
macroeconomic and institutional variables (labor and product markets
regulations) on the unemployment rate in 14 countries of the EU. The empirical
results that they find and the conclusions with motived proposals to reduce the
unemployment rate are interesting. This is very important given that the
unemployment rate is one of the macroeconomic variables that is most affected
by business cycles, and its fluctuations, a problem in all countries. In the end they
highlight how employment protection legislation, the minimum wage, coordination
of wage bargaining, a high employers contribution to social security, and entry
barriers, may explain in part the high unemployment rates in some countries.
Di?az Pe?rez and Gonza?lez Morales offer empirical evidence of the profile of
the working population in Spain according to gender, quantify the extent to which
self- employment or salaried employment is associated with certain
characteristics or status (employment status, education level, activity sector, age,
marital status) and analyse the situation in 2009. Their research work is particular
important in analysing the effect of the economic crisis on the decline suffered by
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Spain’s working population between 2005 and 2009 and on the significant
gender differences in employment status. Finally we would like to remind readers
that this issue is the fruit of scientific research work that has been undertaken by
numerous researchers of European universities. The articles presented in this
issue are the result of a process of rigorous selection, in a scientific sense,
carried out both by the Scientific Committee, and by the Editorial Board.
The Rome Travel Guide 2017 is the most up-to-date, reliable and complete guide
to the Eternal city. Travelers will find everything they need for an unforgettable
visit presented in a convenient and easy-to-use format. Includes quick
information on planning a visit, navigating the city, experiencing Italian culture
and exploring the beauty of Rome. Also includes an Italian phrasebook to help
you talk to the locals.
Every year, Italy swells with millions of tourists who infuse the economy with
billions of dollars and almost outnumber Italians themselves. In fact, Italy has
been a model tourist destination for longer than it has been a modern state.The
Beautiful Country explores the enduring popularity of “destination Italy,” and its
role in the development of the global mass tourism industry. Stephanie Malia
Hom tracks the evolution of this particular touristic imaginary through texts,
practices, and spaces, beginning with the guidebooks that frame Italy as an
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idealized land of leisure and finishing with destination Italy's replication around
the world. Today, more tourists encounter Italy through places like Las Vegas's
The Venetian Hotel and Casino or Dubai's Mercato shopping mall than
experience the country in Italy itself. Using an interdisciplinary methodology that
includes archival research, ethnographic fieldwork, literary criticism, and spatial
analysis,The Beautiful Country reveals destination Italy's paramount role in the
creation of modern mass tourism.
This timely book analyses the relationship between trade unions, immigration and migrant
workers across eleven European countries in the period between the 1990s and 2015. It
constitutes an extensive update of a previous comparative analysis – published by Rinus
Penninx and Judith Roosblad in 2000 – that has become an important reference in the field.
The book offers an overview of how trade unions manage issues of inclusion and solidarity in
the current economic and political context, characterized by increasing challenges for labour
organizations and rising hostility towards migrants.
Technological revolutions have changed the field of architecture exponentially. The advent of
new technologies and digital tools will continue to advance the work of architects globally,
aiding in architectural design, planning, implementation, and restoration. The Handbook of
Research on Emerging Digital Tools for Architectural Surveying, Modeling, and Representation
presents expansive coverage on the latest trends and digital solutions being applied to
architectural heritage. Spanning two volumes of research-based content, this publication is an
all-encompassing reference source for scholars, IT professionals, engineers, architects, and
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business managers interested in current methodologies, concepts, and instruments being used
in the field of architecture.
Despite being a universal experience, eating occures with remarkable variety across time and
place: not only do we not eat the same things, but the related technologies, rituals, and even
the timing are in constant flux. This lively and innovative history paints a fresco of the Italian
nation by looking at its storied relationship to food.
Coursebook for Economics: Private and Public Choice contains questions and problems
dealing with market decisions, market process, taxes, government spending. The book is
designed to help students using the textbook "Economics: Private and Public Choice, Second
Edition." The text also provides a section on "Problems and Projects" which emphasizes
mechanics and economic reasoning with case-study type problems, report preparation, or
economic data presentation for hypothesis development. The book also provides "complex
application"-type problems which can be solved by the student's utilization of economic
principles to realistic situations. The text showcases selected articles in the section
"Perspectives in Economics" to expand on important concepts, to explain historical viewpoints,
as well as to offer original ideas of current influential economists. Among the articles are: "How
Government Profits from Inflation;" "The Awful Year Inflation Ran Wild;" "How the Federal
Reserve Decides How Much Money to Put into the Economy;" and "The Roller-Coaster Income
Tax." The book is suitable for students of economics and business, sociologists, general
readers interested in real-world economics, and policy makers involved in national economic
development.
The Italy 2017 Travel Guide is the most up-to-date, reliable and complete guide to this
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wonderful place. Travelers will find everything they need for an unforgettable visit presented in
a convenient and easy-to-use format. Includes quick information on planning a visit, navigating
the location, experiencing Italian culture and exploring the beauty of Italy. Also includes a
Italian phrasebook to help you communicate with the locals. Italy, commanding a long
Mediterranean coastline, has left a powerful mark on Western culture and cuisine. Its capital,
Rome, is home to the Vatican as well as landmark art and ancient ruins. Other major cities
include Florence, with Renaissance treasures such as Michelangelo’s "David" and its leather
and paper artisans; Venice, the sinking city of canals; and Milan, Italy’s fashion capital. Also
included: Ravello, Cinque Terre, Bolzano, Pisa, Turin, etc.
The Red Brigades were a far-left terrorist group in Italy formed in 1970 and active all through
the 1980s. Infamous around the world for a campaign of assassinations, kidnappings, and
bank robberies intended as a "concentrated strike against the heart of the State," the Red
Brigades’ most notorious crime was the kidnapping and murder of Italy’s former prime
minister Aldo Moro in 1978. In the late 1990s, a new group of violent anticapitalist terrorists
revived the name Red Brigades and killed a number of professors and government officials.
Like their German counterparts in the Baader-Meinhof Group and today’s violent political and
religious extremists, the Red Brigades and their actions raise a host of questions about the
motivations, ideologies, and mind-sets of people who commit horrific acts of violence in the
name of a utopia. In the first English edition of a book that has won critical acclaim and major
prizes in Italy, Alessandro Orsini contends that the dominant logic of the Red Brigades was
essentially eschatological, focused on purifying a corrupt world through violence. Only through
revolutionary terror, Brigadists believed, could humanity be saved from the putrefying effects of
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capitalism and imperialism. Through a careful study of all existing documentation produced by
the Red Brigades and of all existing scholarship on the Red Brigades, Orsini reconstructs a
worldview that can be as seductive as it is horrifying. Orsini has devised a micro-sociological
theory that allows him to reconstruct the group dynamics leading to political homicide in
extreme-left and neonazi terrorist groups. This "subversive-revolutionary feedback theory"
states that the willingness to mete out and suffer death depends, in the last analysis, on how
far the terrorist has been incorporated into the revolutionary sect. Orsini makes clear that this
political-religious concept of historical development is central to understanding all such selfstyled "purifiers of the world." From Thomas Müntzer’s theocratic dream to Pol Pot’s
Cambodian revolution, all the violent "purifiers" of the world have a clear goal: to build a perfect
society in which there will no longer be any sin and unhappiness and in which no opposition
can be allowed to upset the universal harmony. Orsini’s book reconstructs the origins and
evolution of a revolutionary tradition brought into our own times by the Red Brigades.

This book builds on the highly successful Geography of Beer: Regions, Environment,
and Society (2014) and investigates the geography of beer from two expanded
perspectives: culture and economics. The respective chapters provide case studies that
illustrate various aspects of these themes. As the beer industry continues to reinvent
itself and its economic and cultural geographies, this book showcases historical,
current, and future trends at the local, regional, national, and international scales.
Valued by instructors and students alike, Foundations of Marketing presents an
accessible introduction to Marketing. Packed with examples and end of chapter case
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studies highlighting the real world application of marketing concepts, this fully updated
Sixth Edition features digital marketing integrated throughout the chapters as well as a
dedicate chapter on marketing planning and strategy. Discover: How marketing adds
value to customers and organizationsHow innovative brand positioning drives
commercial successHow new digital marketing communication techniques are being
used by companies to drive their brand awareness and engagement, as well as
customer retention and conversion levelsHow marketing planning and strategy gives
direction to an organization’s marketing effort and co-ordinates its activities. Key
features: Marketing Spotlights showcase the marketing innovations of brands including
Adidas, Crayola, Samsung and KFC.Marketing in Action boxes offer varied examples of
real companies’ campaigns in the UK, Scandinavia, The Netherlands and
internationally.Critical Marketing Perspective boxes encourage critical thinking of ethical
debates to stimulate student discussion about socially responsible practice and
encourage critical analysis of these issues.12 brand new end of chapter Case Studies
including Fjallraven, Primark, Uber and BrewDog give in-depth analysis of companies’
marketing strategies, with dedicated questions to provoke student enquiry.Marketing
Showcase videos feature interviews with business leaders and marketing professionals,
offering insights into how different organisations have successfully harnessed the
elements of the marketing mix.
Hopeful immigrants have come to America for four centuries, trying to make a better life
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for their families. Making It in America: A Sourcebook on Eminent Ethnic Americans
relates the stories of 400 first- and second-generation Americans who have uplifted our
quality of life. The book celebrates multicultural success throughout U.S. history; the
nationally renowned are found right alongside the not-so-famous who improved the
lives of those in their own communities.
This innovative study of the role of competition law in the telecommunications industry
starts from a classic perspective: While, in principle, regulation benefits social welfare
and efficient allocation of resources, past regulatory experience shows that regulation
can be flawed and lead to welfare harm rather than good. In the telecommunications
industry specifically, inappropriately designed sector-specific remedies and regulatory
delays in the introduction of new telecommunications services can hold up the
development of the market towards effective competition and could incur considerable
welfare losses. In addition, conventional antitrust analysis still lags behind the dynamic
nature of the electronic communications markets. Milena Stoyanova sets out to
establish a new understanding of the role of sector-specific regulation and competition
law enforcement in the electronic communications sector, addressing such questions
as the following: and• Why a new regulatory framework? and• Are sectoral regulation
and competition law enforcement mutually exclusive or complementary? and• Why
should electronic communications markets be regulated to conform to competition law
principles? and• What does competition law add to sector-specific regulation? and•
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What is the relationship or proportion between regulation and competition law
enforcement? An overview of the telecommunications liberalization process initiated at
European Community level reveals such problems as a divergent approach of national
regulatory authorities in the application of one and the same norms, inability of
competition authorities to rightly assess the technicalities underlying a competition
problem, and difficulty in carrying out a periodical oversight of compliance with the
competition law remedies. The author discusses the legal basis and rationale for the
application of the essential facility doctrine to the electronic communications sector, and
argues for new regulatory responses to the emergence of collective dominant firms in
an oligopolistic setting and to the potential of multifirm conduct to restrict competition
through price squeezing and other tactics. The book concludes with a specific case
study on the harmonisation of recent Bulgarian legislation with the European
Community sector-specific and competition law regimes andà propos the electronic
communications sector. Effective competition in the electronic communications market
is crucial for securing the dynamic role of the entire information and communications
technologies sector, of which electronic communications form the largest segment. The
sound and well-informed recommendations in this book ably address common and
persistent problems, making Competition Problems in Liberalized Telecommunications
a forward-looking mainstay for practitioners and other professionals involved in all
aspects of the field.
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This book examines the practice of strategic business planning, including its functions,
methods, tools, and the way in which they are employed. It does so in a practical way
through case studies, which help in demonstrating how to innovate in order to
overcome obstacles and cover new and evolving challenges. The book is divided into
six parts : • part 1 focuses on the strategic plan, as master plan of the enterprise • part
2 covers the management functions whose able execution makes the difference
between success and failure: forecasting, planning, organizing, staffing, directing, and
controlling • part 3 demonstrates that modern accounting rules, promoted by IFRS and
US GAAP, not only assist in strategic financial planning but also provide a solid basis
for management supervision and control • part 4 brings your attention the fact that
costs matter. Strategic business plans that pay little or no attention to cost factors are
doomed • part 5 addresses the issues associated with strategic products and markets.
These range from research and development to market research, product planning, the
able management of marketing functions, and sales effectiveness • part 6 concludes
the book with an emphasis on mergers, acquisitions, and consolidations and the risks
associated with an M&A policy Chief executives, operating officers, treasurers, financial
officers, budget directors, accountants, auditors, product planners, marketing directors,
and management accounting specialists will find this book of practical examples helpful
to their decisions and to their work. * Shows the factors to consider when planning how
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to take your company to the next level, from identifying and making strategic choices to
capital allocation and financial planning. All from a professional accountant's
perspective and in their language * Full of case studies to help you relate your ideas to
what other major companies have done before, including IBM, Delta Airlines, and
Bloomberg - so you can learn from their success or failure * Shows why strategic cost
control is good governance, why and how to account for the cost of risk and how IFRS
relates to strategic accounting principles
This book is an essential resource for facilitators seeking to help students develop their
knowledge of management practice in Italy. It presents a collection of the best case
studies and accompanying teaching notes from the Italian Association for Management
Development (ASFOR) competition in 2014. The cases are written by teachers across
many of the members of ASFOR in Italy, leading business schools, corporate
universities and academia. Knowledge gained by professionals often remains implicit
and is rarely shared. By grouping together the award-winning case studies in this
volume, readers can gain an important insight into how management is conducted in
Italy. This collection shines a light on management practices across several industries.
The Italian economy differs from others in that it is one in which small and family-run
businesses dominate, and the relationship between the private sector and public life is
unique. As a result, The Italian Model of Management provides the opportunity for
students to enlarge the Anglo-Saxon model and perspective of management, and to
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offer cross-cultural learning experiences, based on the distinction of a “Made in Italy”
competitive advantage. Each case provides an engaging story, plots the strategic
development of the organization in question, and is supported by online teaching
guidance and teaching notes.
Study Guide to Accompany Gwartney, Stroup, and Clark's Essentials of Economics,
Second Edition provides additional features which can be used as reference for
students who are using the textbook "Essentials of Economics, Second Edition." The
book sections contain self-tests and challenge questions which are so designed that the
student who can answer the self-test questions will consistently be able to answer
those found in the "Instructor's Manual and Test Bank." The text encourages the
student to follow four steps to get the most out of the study guide. The student should
follow these steps: (1) Actively participate in the learning process; (2) Seek out prompt,
accurate feedback regarding what the student has learned; (3) Learn the relevance of
the concepts; and (4) Learn to address economic issues and policies critically. The
book covers question topics, such as supply, demand, market process, public sector,
aggregate demand, and equilibrium in a simple Keynesian model. The book also deals
with questions and problems on skill acquisition, job market, and gains from
international trade. The text will be a valuable aid to many students of economics
whether they are economics majors are just taking the subject as a requirement in
another course. Professors and lecturers of economics and business courses will also
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benefit from it.
Covers AMX, Avanti, Crosley Hot Shot, Kaiser Darrin, DeLorean DMC, Hudson Italia,
AMC Javelin, Nash-Healey and Packard and Studebaker Hawk. Excellant primer and
reference Gudie. Over 150 Large B&W photos. Details and basic specs. Historic text.
The Encyclopedia of Italian Literary Studies is a two-volume reference book containing
some 600 entries on all aspects of Italian literary culture. It includes analytical essays
on authors and works, from the most important figures of Italian literature to little known
authors and works that are influential to the field. The Encyclopedia is distinguished by
substantial articles on critics, themes, genres, schools, historical surveys, and other
topics related to the overall subject of Italian literary studies. The Encyclopedia also
includes writers and subjects of contemporary interest, such as those relating to
journalism, film, media, children's literature, food and vernacular literatures. Entries
consist of an essay on the topic and a bibliographic portion listing works for further
reading, and, in the case of entries on individuals, a brief biographical paragraph and
list of works by the person. It will be useful to people without specialized knowledge of
Italian literature as well as to scholars.
One of the most popular offerings telecom companies now provide is the triple play,
which consists of voice, video, and data, all from one company and with one bill. This
book addresses the challenges and benefits of offering converged services and looks at
how the new technology is affecting companies and customers.
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It is widely observed that societies are changing, and new social issues are raising. The
relationship between actors in the global environment and in the local as well, is
changing because of financial crisis, new technological revolution, climate change,
richness reallocation and concentration. We can see that value creation and
management models in organizations are often uncoherent with the satisfaction of
needs. The ability to create competitive advantages on a financial level seems to be
increasingly developed. This can be sustained by the clear trend that leads companies
to grow in size or create strong groups by shifting uncertainty over the weaker part of
the market and unorganized systems and citizens. In this misalignment, empty spaces
in the economic environment are opened. These spaces are those where the action of
the public system can no longer be effective (or where it has never been) and where,
more and more, the private interests are weak or absent. New wants are emerging in
these areas and traditional models are no longer able to answer many of these needs.
The book “The Social Issue in Contemporary Society: relations between Companies,
Public Administrations and People” originates from a huge number of questions with
the social issue as “fil rouge”. In this perspective, the book is divided in four parts:
“Introduction”, “New Models and Tools for Public Administration”, “New Models for
New Companies” and “New Models for New Societies”. A range of scholars that
authored that book provide us with a different point of view about the problem that is
underlined in the book title. We hope it will be a worthy inspiration for who dream a new
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idea of society.
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